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Happy Losar - February 11, 2013, the Tibetan New Year: year of the snake  
and 

HAPPPY VALENTINE'S DAY - MAY ALL BEINGS BE LOVED EQUALLY WITH NO ONE LOVED LESS AND NO ONE MORE 

The Dhammapada 
The teachings of the Buddha 

 

Verse VI: The Wise 
76. Only blessings can arise from seeking the company of wise and discerning persons, who skillfully offer both 
admonition and advice as if guiding one to hidden treasure. 

77. Let the wise guide beings away from darkness, give direction and advice. They will be treasured by the virtuous and 
dismissed by the foolish. 

78. Do not seek the company of misguided friends; beware of degenerate companions. Seek and enjoy the company of 
well-guided friends, those who support insight. 

79. Surrendering oneself to Dhamma leads to serene being. The wise perpetually delight in the truth taught by the 
Awakened One. 

80. Those who build canals channel the flow of water. Arrow smiths make arrows. Woodworkers craft wood. The wise 
tame themselves. 

81. As solid rock is unshaken by the wind, so are those with wisdom undisturbed whether by praise or blame. 

82. On hearing true teachings, the hearts of those who are receptive, become serene –like a lake, deep, clear and still. 

83. Virtuous beings are unattached. They do not indulge in heedless speech about sensual pleasures. They experience both 
joy and sorrow but are possessed by neither. 

84. Neither for one’s own sake nor on behalf of another does a wise person do harm– not for the sake of family, fortune or 
gain. Such a one is rightly called just, virtuous and wise. 
85. Few are those who reach the beyond. Most pace endlessly back and forth, not daring to risk the journey. 
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86. Although it is difficult to cross over the storm-swept sea of passion, those who live in accord with the well-taught Way 
arrive at the beyond. 

87 - 88. The wise abandon darkness and cherish light, leave petty security behind and seek freedom from attachment. To 
pursue such release is difficult and rare, yet the wise will seek it, detaching themselves from obstructions, purifying heart 
and mind. 

89. Freeing themselves from longing, unhindered by habitual grasping, those who align themselves with the Way delight 
in non-attachment and, while still in the world, are radiant. 

  

 
 

 Some thoughts about this Dhammapada Verse:  The Wise 

Where are we coming from and where are we going? Each of us has a whisper of our Wisdom  
Self that is always telling us the answer to this question. The whisper is always saying: I am 

more than all of this. Just open to me and see. But, our chaotic and cacophonous thoughts create the dominating view of 
our life and ourselves. We rarely hear those whispers. How do we catch the whisper and follow it to our true self? 

This verse, The Wise, shares with us what those ahead of us in this search for SELF already live effortlessly. They have 
already arrived at that deep connection to wisdom self. They are living it fully. They know where they are going.  

We read the verses in The Wise and they give clues as to how the wise ones got there. We are told how to recognize the 
path to wisdom and to spot those who are wise. A lot of the clues also tell us what not to do. Last month, our verse was 
The Fool. We read about those things that we are likely doing now in our life. That is why we are FOOLs and not wise 
ones. As the FOOL, we look at the Wise and wonder, how do we get from here to there?  Is it as easy as just not being the 
FOOL and doing the opposite? Is it that we just do what the verses say and lo’ and behold, we are WISE!  Or maybe not. 

First of all, if we don’t 'be the FOOL' and try to do what the Wise do, we are likely to be doing the actions but not 
knowing the true and deep motivation in our hearts. The Wise know what moves them on their path and that is why it is 
effortless. BUT – I do expect that to stop doing our old habits as the FOOL and instead, acting as the WISE do, even if we 
don’t yet fully know why, is still better than being the FOOL. The danger is that a FOOL imitating the WISE, claiming to 
be WISE, is the most foolish of all FOOLS. We read this in last month’s verse: The fool who knows he is a fool is at least 
a little wise; the fool who thinks that he is wise is assuredly a fool. 

So the next option to explore is whether we can stop doing what the FOOL does and know that we are not yet wise but 
hope to become WISE. So, be a FOOL with awareness that we are a FOOL. Many teachings in many traditions actually 
teach us this path. Just stop doing the FOOLISH things. Then we hope that what we do instead will be the WISE things.  
If we take this path, we must be aware of all the feelings of discomfort, attachment, anxiety, addictions, and sneaky 
deceptions that emerge and build up inside us when we stop doing our FOOLISH behaviors. If we don't watch them 
carefully, they leak out in our thoughts words, and actions and we get in lots of trouble. If we watch them, we can truly 
learn from not doing the same old FOOLISH habits and gradually substitute new and more enlightened behaviors. Our 
most important meditation as we walk this path from FOOL to WISE is to impeccably watch what happens inside us as 
we stop our old patterns and adopt the new ones.  

Here is another practice we can adopt as we walk from FOOL to WISE. Each of us already has within us the WISE One. 
We may not live him or her with awareness but the WISE One is fully and completely actualized, but buried under our 
veils. For  some of us, our Wise One is barricaded in a cave. We can’t see or hear –or live- her or him. For most of us, we 
need someone who helps us to see and hear and to know the Wise One within. This may be a teacher, a spiritual guide, a 
loved one who is already Wise, or a vision that shows us those Wise qualities that we already embody as we begin this 
path of awakening to our Wise One.  You may feel support for awakening to your Wise One through reading spiritual 
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stories or stories of great teachers.  You might read your Bible, Koran, the Sutras or other spiritual teachings. In all, say to 
yourself, I am already alive and know myself as Wise, but need to free myself from the FOOL’s ideas of who I am and 
how life is. Little by little, see the way of the FOOL as a path that you are growing beyond. The way of the Wise is 
something you are revealing to yourself. Feel yourself explore the path and free that buried Wise One so that he or she 
speaks to you and enables you to act as your true Self in the world.  It will not take long before you can feel the difference 
between the two. You will say: this is the FOOl thinking, acting, and speaking. And, this is the WISE self. Observe them 
as they appear. Let that WISE self have strong support. Find people who will walk alongside giving you love and 
affirmation.  Hang out with people that see and know and support the WISE one, especially if they are on the path too or 
even a bit ahead of you. 

Now, if the Fool's friends lead you astray, you might want to drop those friends. All of those who join with the FOOL and 
tell him how cool he is; they have to go. The more you hang out with the FOOL’s friends, the longer you will stay the 
FOOL. Those friends of the FOOL won’t like the Wise one. They will make fun of him or her and try to tug you back to 
being the FOOL. They may even threaten to drop you if you won’t be the same old FOOL that they know and love. This 
is something to watch carefully so you can make decisions with awareness as to what you want to do. Who do you 
choose? If you decide to have more distance from the Fool's friends, later when you are more stable as the Wise One, you 
can reach back out to them and maybe be their support on their path to wisdom. 

There are some who have that Wise One within ready to appear. They merely throw back the curtain and he or she jumps 
out to reveal themselves. All they need is for you to see these deep inner wisdom energies and you have made the switch. 
But most of us need to walk the path from the FOOl to embracing our Wise One. We must let ourselves lift the coverings, 
or roll back the rocks to the cave, so that we can know them little by little, and live them little bit by little bit.  

Watch your process. Call the FOOl a fool when you see her or him, but not with anger or judgment. When you see the 
Wise One, sit down and meditate together. Love him or her. Have a conversation. Let him or her guide you and affirm 
you as you walk your path. 

    

A  MEDITATION – The Wise 

Going for a visit to your Wise One. 

Spend a few minutes in a balancing and focusing meditation.  Rest, simply watching your breath.  Whatever arises, notice 
it, let it go, and return to your breath. Be aware of anything that is causing tension or obsessive thoughts. Sweep gently 
through those tight muscles and let go of the struggle. Notice the obsessive thoughts and gently say, Let it go.  

After a few minutes of focus, ask this question: What is my sacred reason for being here in this life? 

Rest in the question and wait in receptivity for an answer. There may be none – for a while – or there may be many. Just 
rest in space while holding the question. Take all the time you want. Let the answers come as words, pictures, music, 
colors, sacred beings, or loved ones who come to you. Don’t judge anything that comes as it may be a puzzle for you to 
solve later. Just receive. If there are lots of answers, take them all in. If a few whispers, notice these little clues. 

Rest in meditation. Then ask a second question. Ask: Who gave me the answer to my first question?  

Again, watch and listen. Let the one who gave you your answer appear to you.  No matter who or what appears, just watch 
without judgment. It could be a word, a symbol, a being, a sound. See what appears.  Now, let yourself move towards 
them in your meditation and be prepared to meet one another.  
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This one who appears to you is your inner Wise One. Even if (s)he or it appears in a disguise or is a surprise to you, they 
are your Wise One. They are your guide. They want you to realize this sacred reason for being alive in this lifetime. No 
matter what you have ever done, you still have an inner Wise One who wants the very best for you. This inner Wise One 
wants your life to be the living of your sacred gift that you have come to share. The Wise One knows all that has 
happened in your life. Wise one knows that everything has been part of growing the wisdom you need to recognize that 
NOW is the time to actualize your highest self and to give your gift. 

Ask your Wise One if they have anything to say to you. Listen. Ask questions if you have any. Take your time.  

When you are ready, let the Wise One go back into your heart or into a safe place within you.  You have made your 
connection. If you wish, write down what was shared. Have a conversation with the Wise One every day from now on. 
Before you get up in the morning, check in. Promise to try to listen for their guidance. Do as they wish for you to do. At 
night, have another few minutes to check in and see how you did that day. See if there is anything they would like to say 
to you. The Wise One will not judge you or criticize you. If you think that judgment is coming from the Wise One, it is 
because the Fool has snuck in and disguised himself. He or she is trying to keep control over you. Ooops. Tell the Fool he 
can’t get away with that.                

Once you have met your inner Wise One, don’t forget them. 

     

From Your Letters 
 

Dear readers,  
1. Please let us know your address changes as that costs us big $$$ to send newsletters to 
those long gone..  
2. If you are a new subscriber, please put that on an envelope. Also put on the envelope the 

person you are writing to, if you know, or what you are writing for. For example: NEW SUBSCRIBER. That saves us from reading 
every letter before passing it on.   
3. Many of you have participated in our Jeff's Kids program where your letters, written to incarcerated juveniles with words that you 
wish had been said to you at their age, are then read to the kids by their counselor, Jeff. We know those letters help and thank you all. 
4. ASK TIM - Tim gets many letters asking for help with those things that we know you cannot do in prison. Tim works hard for all 
of  you. But here are some things that Tim is not able to do: 
 1. Tim is not qualified to counsel about personal and/or relationship problems. 
 2. Money or 'things' will never be given to any writer. 
 3. We will not provide addresses of individuals in the free world to anyone. 
 4. We cannot provide information obtained from Facebook or other social media websites. 
6. Dictionary Drop Program - we are out of dictionaries so please use your library copies so that you can keep playing. Write with 
your definition each month and use the word in a paragraph. After twelve letters of definitions, you will get your certificate.  
 

OUR DICTIONARY DROP WORD for February is 'Savant' 
 
7. ART DONATIONS - if you would like to make art for us as a donation that Dharma Friends can use with your permission for 
cards and calendars or art exhibits, we would be thrilled. This will help with our finances and it also sends a positive  message to those 
who think of prisoners in negative ways. Your talents will open eyes and hearts and keep all those in prisons from being invisible to 
the world. Please write on the back of your art piece: your name, your institution, and maybe a little about yourself. If you can mail it 
in a way that it is not folded, that preserves the beauty of your work. Thank you so much. 
 
8. And thank you to Chelle for another new idea! A friend of Chelle's asked for a printed quote to put on the bulletin board in his 
prison. Who else but Chelle would then think, WOW. We can put quotes in Dharma Friends that people can put up on their bulletin 
boards in their barracks and recreation areas. Maybe some of you would like to take on the responsibility for being the Quote Master 
in your area and do this for us each month. Who knows how many lives might be changed by a few simple words. Would you like to 
be our Quote Master and put our Bulletin Board Quotes up on the day room or other available bulletin boards in your prison? Thanks 
for your help! 
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Bulletin Board Quote for February:  

 He who opens a school door, closes a 
prison.                  
    by Victor Hugo 
from Dharma Friends, PO Box 7708, Little Rock, Ar. 72217-7708.  
collage by Shelley Bruden 
 

FOR THOSE OF YOU GETTING YOUR GED: The Public Broadcasting System (PBS) in your area is likely running a series 
of tutoring classes to help you get your GED. In Arkansas, the classes are at 5 AM each Monday and Wednesday morning. They 
recently started a new series of 39 episodes. Tune your TV to PBS to see if your local PBS station is carrying this series. If not, a note 
to the local PBS will get you more information. If you have someone at home to check out this link for you, or if someone at home is 
doing their GED, here is the description of each class and the date they will run.  
This link, http://litlink.ket.org/gedlessons_descript.htm, provides a list and description of each episode.    
 
Creating Opportunities by Anthony Lucero: For many people behind the wire, one day soon, or years in the future, you have 
the prospect of one day being released.  You need to think ahead and make some type of plan to have the doors of opportunities open 
up to you.  If the truth be told, it is difficult enough for a law abiding citizen to find a decent paying job once he or she is laid off. 
 However, if your background is similar to mine: very little formal education; little or no work experience; decades in the 
penal system; extensive criminal record; and mid-50's, the odds of a successful reentry are very slim.  So I decided to get some type of 
game plan to beat the odds.  I want to be one of those success stories you read about and you can do the same. 
 Myself, I plan to go to the local temples, churches, synagogues, mosques, community centers, homeless shelters, etc., where I 
can do volunteer work.  I also want those in the community to know that I am worth giving a second chance. That hard work comes 
before success.  Years of working out, yoga, being aware of my environment, attending the law library and library weekly has enabled 
me to pass those skills on to others behind the wire.  All of us can learn skills while here that one day we can share with those in the 
free-world.  Skills that will enable you  to pay your bills and stay free. 
 If you reflect long enough on some useful skills that you can share with others, they will come to mind.  Hopefully in helping 
others, someone might open up a door of opportunity for you.  And in the process, you will find peace of mind, redemption, joy or 
some type of satisfaction in doing no harm. 
 

Haiku by Anthony Lucero 

Desires are like 
Puppets on a string 

Cut the string 

 
From B.T:  Dear Dharma Friends,  Thank you for sending me the copy of A Dhammapada for Contemplation.  The forward 
gives deep insight into Anna's motivation for spreading these Holy Teachings, allowing them to germinate, eventually sprouting 
compassion and wisdom to awaken all of our enlightenment.  It is becoming a significant portion of my daily practice to dwell within 
Buddha's words.  Of course, I practice bringing them into existence during moments of solitude, but also try to in all interactions 
between myself and others as well as in our surrounding environment.  I can say with continual practice I'm finding the teachings 
remain natural and inspiring right at the front of my mind, inside the sound of my voice, and as an extension of my physical actions. 
 Listen folks, know that by delivering Buddhist material to us prison monks,  your generosity isn't wasted.  It boosts our 
practice while we persevere through meditation, prison, and the crazy cycles of Samsara.  You folks are demonstrating the pure 
essence of the Buddha.  With all my heart, I give you Honor, 
 

Our friend Carl Lux in Iowa advises us that the New York Young Men Buddhist Association (YMBA) will send three booklets free of 
charge upon request. Write them at 2611 Davidson Ave., Bronx, NY 10468.  
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From Christopher Dalton:   I am writing to you in reply to Michael Shane Hales' letter in issue #180 of  Dharma Friends.  At the 
same time, maybe I can be helped with similar issues.  He wanted support and ideas about a Vipassana retreat and help regarding an 
animal friendly diet for his facility.  Alabama has such a course in existence, but currently it is only located at one facility.  They offer 
a ten day meditative program that anyone of any religion can participate in.  Also, a vegetarian diet is offered during the retreat.  In 
addition, there has been a documentary made called “Dharma Brothers” about this program.  This Vipassana program might be a 
perfect model for Mr. Hales to go by to implement at his prison.  Someone from the outside would need to contact the facility, and the 
people involved, to obtain all the information about it.  

This is where the retreat has been held: Donaldson Correctional Facility, 100 Warrior Lane, Bessemer AL  35023  (205) 436-3681 
The person from the outside can work with Mr. Hales to establish a Vipassana program at his location.  I could be helpful too because 
I would like all of the prisons in Alabama to have the ability to participate in the Vipassana program.  There are numerous people at 
my facility alone who would like to do the retreat, but we are unable to obtain any more information about it.  We have talked with our 
chaplain and counselors; someone even tried to contact Donaldson Correctional Facility by letter.  All attempts have been 
unsuccessful because no one wants to listen and help an inmate.  If someone from the outside would help us, we could get the program 
in action at my facility.  Anyone willing to help would be wonderful.  Thank you.  Sincerely, 

Christopher Dalton # 264073  K6-6A, PO Box 5107, Union Springs AL  36089 

 
In the west, millions of people suffer from depression, but if you dedicate your life in the morning to numberless sentient beings, 
you will have unbelievable joy and happiness the whole day. Cherishing the 'I' opens the door to all suffering, while cherishing 
others opens the door to all happiness. When you live your life every day for others, the door to depression, relationship problems 
and all such things is closed and instead there is incredible joy and excitement.    Lama Zopa Rinpoche 

 

Meditation for Morning by Clifford Bowling 
I accept the gift of this day and will make it one to be proud of.  I am born again this morning with this morning's birth.  And so the 
drama of  life goes on. 
The seeds of plants and trees die.  Their death brings new life.  And so the drama of  life goes on. 
The morning dies.  Its death gives life to night.  And so the drama of  life goes on. 
One season dies.  Its death gives life to the next season.  And so the drama of  life goes on. 
The past dies.  Its death gives life to the present.  And so the drama of  life goes on. 
The present dies.  Its death gives life to a future.  And so the drama of  life goes on. 
The future dies.  Its death gives life to the past.  And so the drama of  life goes on. 
My past died.  Its death gave life to my present.  And so the drama of  life goes on. 
My present dies.  Its death gives life to my future.  And so the drama of  life goes on. 
My future dies.  Its death gives life to my past.  And so the drama of  life goes on. 
I was . . . I am . . .I will be . . . I was.  And so the drama of  life goes on. 
I am born again this morning with this morning's birth.  I humbly accept the gift of this day and will make it one to be proud of.  And 
the drama of  life goes on. 
 

 
 
Happy Valentines' Day: 
 
As a mother watches over her child, willing to risk her own life to protect her only child, so with a 
boundless heart should one cherish all living beings, suffusing the whole world with unobstructed loving 
kindness. - Metta Sutta 

 
From S.N: Dear Dharma Friends,  
 I came across your June 2012 newsletter here at (my unit) and I wanted to tell you what a blessing it was to read. Your 
newsletter opened my eyes up to something that have been right in front of me the whole time. I've been studying Buddhism for a long 
time now and I haven't ever read something so clear as your newsletter. I am in an environment where Kindness is considered weak or 
naive but reading those words reminded me that were ever I go there are going to be virtues to stand up for like kindness and 
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compassion.  I love to meditate but reading the basics of meditation have helped me understand it so much more. So I'm asking if I 
could please be added to your mailing list so that I can enjoy such bliss every time.  
 It's  nice to know there are people who can actually make a difference. Thank you very much May good fortune rule over 
you. Peace live in your hearts and the stars watch over you. With love, S 
 

Heart by Cliffford Smith 
 

No matter what is going on 
Have a Heart 

Too much energy is spent 
Developing the mind instead of the Heart 

Develop your Heart 
Be compassionate 

Not just to your family and friends 
But to everyone 

Be compassionate 

Have a Heart 
Work for peace in your Heart 

Have peace in your Heart 
And I say it again 

Have a Heart 
No matter what is happening 

No matter what is going on around you 
Have a heart! 

 

It is not proper to watch other people. This will not help your practice. If you are annoyed, watch the annoyance in your own mind. 
If others' discipline is bad or they are not good monks, this is not for you to judge. You will not discover wisdom watching others. 
Monks',  discipline is a tool to use for your own meditation. It is not a weapon to use to criticize or find fault. No one can do your 
practice for you, nor can you do practice for anyone else. Just be mindful of your own doings. This is the way to practice.      - 
Ajahn Chah, "Bodhinyana" 
 

From E.T.: Dear Friend in the Dharma, Thank you for your kind words and support – for reminding me of my attachment to 
“What I will do when I parole” and the worry parade my mind likes to lay.  I just need to work on my “Life adjustments . . .” and how 
I eat with my eyes. 
 That's the heart of it, isn't it?  I mean, really !  I look around here at what people really value.  I need to turn it just a little bit 
and look again.  Things in prison give amusement only if it's plugged in and then only if it's properly adjusted.  I tend to let my 
“Dharma Doors” determine my thinking.  Never a good move . . . 
 I hope that my karma sends me a good adviser or teacher.  I would cherish guidance.  (Is that attachment?)  The Dharma is 
the shining beacon of faith that keeps my study inching forward on this tightrope between emptiness and existence.  I know 
somewhere in-between the ends and the middle it's really okay, but here, “in-between and back and forth,” it feels like a burning 
house.  Does this make sense? 
 I desire to resolve to bring forth the heart – literally.  I want to cultivate  enlightenment for the sake of all living beings.  
Resolve is my knowing/feeling in my head/ heart what I want and then doing what is necessary to get it.  If I can't bring forth a true 
sincere heart and get behind it, then every move I make is just false thinking and I'll just be moving sideways. 
 Vows and practice, vows and practice.  Single-mindedness.  Focus, focus, focus ! ! ! 
 I know I want to be a monk; I know I want the assembly of Bodhisattvas – I just need to do the opposite of everything my 
crazy “monkey mind” tells me to do ! ! !  There is no cheating, no charm, no hiding the heart.  I have to start over and unlearn and 
then learn the way human beings really behave and then study and practice the Bodhisattva's life.  It's a long road, coming from the 
muddy rut I began in.  That's where it is ! ! ! 
 Okay, all for now – be strong my friends –I'm thinking of you !  In the Dharma, 
 

He who entirely cuts off his craving by drying up its fierce and rapid flow, --such a monk gives up the here and the beyond,  just as 
a serpent sheds its worn-out skin. - Sutta Nipata 
 

From R.T: Dear Dharma Friends, 
I've been receiving your newsletter for approximately five years already.  The Dhammapada chapters followed by the insightful and 
clear translation, and then the meditation, is a powerhouse resource that I find strength, sanity, and compassion in.  I'm prone to carry 
Dharma Friends with me throughout the day.  When a sangha member (or other dudes interested in the dharma yet not really 
knowing the lingo or any of the practices) ask what I'm reading, it's a joy to share the teachings.  It's also common for me to read aloud 
from Dharma Friends during our weekly sangha  gathering.  It brings heartfelt and thoughtful energy into our lives. 
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.....  Although I've been playing around with different spiritual paths it seems for my entire life, these current years I find myself 
opening through the way of the Buddha--which is not necessarily the easiest path to follow....  At least not the most popular here in 
Arizona.  That's why your services are greatly welcomed and deeply appreciated. 
 Please know you support me more than I can describe.  A Dharma Friend, Bobby 
 
 

    mantra by Gen Kan 
 

From Salome: Dear dharma brothers and sisters of the extended prison sanghas, My current practice has become one 
with my desire for better health.  I recently became serious about losing weight.  I started jogging, although slowly.  I set my pace by 
chanting "NAM MYO HO RENGE KYO" which is from my Buddhist foundation which is based on the teachings of  Nichiren 
Daishonin.  The chants'  6 syllables are synchronized to every step that I'd take.  I feel that it is good practice because I forget about 
the jogging and the rhythm becomes in tune with your breath.  You soon lose yourself in a state of meditation that is comparable to 
being in a more traditional seated position.  Plus you can, of course, substitute a chant of your choice, or alternatively,  you could use 
words that are inspirational or helpful towards your goals.  You may think of this type of practice in line with "right effort", "right 
behavior", and a bit of "right mindfulness".  Sound familiar?  It should, because it is part of the Eight Fold Path!  A way to relieve 
yourself from some of the suffering in this sad world.  You can believe me, carrying a lot of extra weight is suffering.  It is my hope, 
that you Buddhist brothers and sisters will take better care of your bodies than I have during our shared prison experience.  So far I've 
lost 27 pounds and plan to lose more.  Won't you join me?  I will leave you, my friends, with a little something that I've written. 
 

The journey of life 
 On the path to enlightenment, or what some people call life, it matters not if one wears sandals or goes forth shoeless, 
prostrating after every step, to any god or none at all.  So long as one chooses to courageously walk one of the many paths of life with 
an honest and loving mind for whatever may be encountered along the way. 
 No path is ever alike.  Some will encounter untold suffering, while others will sing praises of ease.  Only by committing 
oneself to the ultimate journey, will the hero emerge, transformed into one's true form. 
 The voyage starts with a single step on the path to an everlasting existence that transcends physical life.  Eventually one 
arrives at the final destination of a truly enlightened life.  Then, and only then, does one rest at ease from the journey, to contemplate 
the many possible paths that were not taken in completion of the journey of life. 

Gassho, Sal (toshi)  
 

Subscription information: We have gladly been offering this newsletter free of charge to those in prisons. We are happy to 
have a vehicle for those who have little dharma support to feel united with others who identify with their life situation. It is truly 
important to remember that we are all mirrors of each other. We are all one with each other. And we can recognize that samsara is 
suffering for us all whether behind the bars of a prison or behind the bars of our own ego structure. For anyone who is not in prison 
and who would like to subscribe to Dharma Friends, please email annacoxar@gmail.com and we will put your name on our email 
list. If you need a paper copy, and if you are a family member  of someone in prison, we will put you on our paper copy list. Send your 
information  to Compassion Works for All, Dharma Friends subscriptions, PO Box 7708, Little Rock, AR. 72217-7708. 
        If anyone would like to make a donation that supports the almost 5,000 thousand paper copies that go out to those in 
prisons around the country, we are most appreciative of your help.  
        We also want to acknowledge the enormous generosity of many of those in prisons who have sent stamps and letters of support 
and appreciation. Far more important than anything material are the letters and notes that say that you are benefiting from being part 
of this sangha of Dharma Friends. I think that many feel less alone on their journey because we are connected beyond all time and 
space to each other. 
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PLEASE LET US KNOW IF YOUR ADDRESS CHANGES. 

 
 

Drawing by Dan Wackerly 

 

You can confront the prospect of your own death and try to analyze it and, in so doing, try to minimize some 
of the inevitable sufferings it causes. Neither way can you actually overcome it. However, as a Buddhist, I 
view death as a normal process of life. Knowing that I cannot escape it, I see no point in worrying about it.  
- His Holiness the Dalai Lama 

 

 

Book of Knowledge - Omar’s dream - our friend Omar dreamed of 
educating ourselves as much as we can so that we all can become all that 
we can be.. (Remember, CWFA is not able to offer these books) 

A good friend passed this book on to me a few years ago and it has made an incredible difference in how I 
deal with myself and my past and I wanted to offer it as a book recommendation for OMAR's Dream. 

The book is called "Mindfulness in Plain English", by Bhante Henepola Gunanatang. 
 
 Now here's a few quotes.  "The word Prajna, meaning discriminating awareness of wisdom, is a 
crucial factor of the Buddhist path.  You can use the intellectual component we apply in order to analyze 
it.  There's two most important principles: we must use our Prajna to understand our causality and 
emptiness.  How you use a wholesome virtuous state of mind produces the same kind of actions, while an 
unwholesome act produces an un-virtuous state of mind."   
 

This has helped me out as I learn the path of Shantideva's teachings. This is not merely an abstract philosophy either.  For we concede, 
if we are paying attention, conflict with the states of mind leads us to more conflict while wakeful, gentle states of mind encourage us 
not to generate conflict and can instead produce friendliness and warmth. The key point here would be to really see this in the 
everyday difficulties of prison life how states of mind lead to actions and how those actions lead to results.  And how those actions 
lead to results, we can see for ourselves if this is genuine truth in our own experience. How over and over, we are being asked to apply 
our Prajna, contemplate the logic being presented to us and explore how it relates to our daily experience. Now this is just a small part 
of the book.  I would encourage you to read and study this book to find enlightenment.  submitted by Jamie D Gordan 

 
Ajita asked: "What is it that smothers the world and makes it so hard to see? What is it that pollutes the world and seems to 
threaten it?" The Buddha answered: "It is ignorance that smothers, and it is carelessness and greed that make it invisible. The 
hunger of craving pollutes the world, and the pain of suffering causes the greatest fear."- Sutta Nipata 

From Ronnie Haynes: Wouldn't it be nice if there were some memories we could forget?  We have all had memories that 
challenge our faith, our values, our compassion, or our ability to persist to our limits and beyond.  Whether it's the death of a loved 
one, a bad relationship, an incident that traumatized us, some memories we just want to disappear, as if by magic - "abracadabra"....  
"Poof" - memory gone!  Wouldn't it be nice, if it was that simple? 
 In the past few years, there have been studies on the neural mechanisms of the fear memory.  Right now, there is evidence 
that some memories can be erased.  Drugs like propranolol, zeta inhibitor peptide, and amygdala overwrite are being studied now on 
their affects on fear memory.  We still have a long way to go, but at least we have broken ground on the studies. 
 We are a configuration of dispositions.  A pattern of thoughts, likes, dislikes, and things of this nature.  These mysterious 
patterns form our personality.  Our personality influences how we view reality.  The way we interpret our experiences, ends up in the 
file cabinet of our mind. 
 Memories are important!  A person that doesn't learn from their mistakes are bound to repeat them.  Memories serves us as 
our guides in our journey called life.  Bad memories can sometimes discourage us from being the person that we want to be.  A bad 
memory can hinder or stagnate an individual's progress.  There is this syndrome called "the elephant chains syndrome".  When an 
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elephant is young, a chain is placed on his leg and tied to a tree.  The elephant tries to break free from the tree but cannot do it.  When 
the elephant  gets older the chain is replaced by rope.  The grown elephant is powerful enough to break free from the rope, but because 
of past memories of the chain .....it doesn't try to break free from the tree. 
 What chain, or rope (memory) is keeping you bound?  Within you exists the ability to become all that you want to be in life.  
Like the elephant, you have the ability to break free from the rope that is holding you back.  We are creators of our memory.  We 
custom design them, build them, bring them to reality in our life.  So the next time we interpret a memory.... whether it's good or bad...  
remember this; we are creating a memory. 

 

 

From J.Z: Dear Dharma Friends,  
I'm writing this letter for my dear Buddhist friend on the yard named Tron N.  He is a Vietnamese gentlemen and when I say gentle 
man, I mean that.  He is always so inspired by all of the work you do and truly grateful for the newsletter.  So much so that he shares 
the newsletter with us all so that we in turn have learned, applied and live the teachings from the Dhammapada.  Just yesterday I 
shared a section on craving with the ABS prevention classes that I teach.  They didn't know where I came up with the lesson and there 
was no need to share how I came up with it or why our addictions are based on the acronym LECH.  But I was able to articulate that 
our ego lies in the cravings in all areas of our life, especially in loss, envy, confusion and hatred.  The only reason I was able to share 
this so accurately was because of my morning readings from the Dhammapada that you mailed to one of us and he in turn gave it to 
me.  It is this paying forward that has produced this hello.  We have received a daily meditation for the entire year called Path to 
Peace.  Mr. Tron has taken it upon himself to transcribe the entire book to share with you and hopefully with others who read the 
newsletter.  The book has no profit and problem with copyright - this we are sure of.  It is given to all for free as all Buddhist Materials 
should be.  So please, if you can, may it be included in these wonderful messages each month with your readers and our friends. Mr. 
Tron has broken English but I've included his note in this letter is well. Thank you for all that you do there at Dharma Friends.  Many 
blessings be upon you all.  J 

 ......and here is the note from TN - 

We hoping we all applied these teachings to incorporate our thought, words and actions according to the teachings of the Buddha to 
generate a compassionate mind. 
 We all felt the fortunate blessings that we received the Dharma Friends newsletter.  The teachings of the Buddha selection 
and explanation on the Dhammapada.  We prepare hoping if Dharma Friends chooses to share the teachings contained in Path to 
Peace would be in time for January of 2013.  Embrace the knowledge wisdom lots of people interesting in the teachings of Buddha 
and Buddhism.  The Buddha and Buddhism guide us how to overcome our anger, jealousy, hatred, ignorance, greed to work toward 
our true mind to be compassionate to all sentient beings.  We all know our world is immersed in greed, hatred and ignorance.  
Especially we the prisoner.  We've who have fortune to see, hear and listen to the Buddha teachings, we all knew we had been benefit.  
The Buddha and Buddhism teaching had and will continue shattering our greed, hatred and endurance till we've fully enlightened and 
become a Buddha.   
 We ending this letter with our deepest gratitude to all the members of Dharma Friends for you are the source to spread the 
teachings of the Buddha far and beyond into venerable Master Chin Kung the dharma teacher of the venerable Shin Wuling who bring 
to us the teachings in Path to Peace. The world is full of conflict.  We all need to become messengers of peace.  We also can use these 
teachings to discuss among us. From, T.N. 

We thank TN and JZ for the Path to Peace teachings. Each section is a few pages long, so too long to include a section in 
each Dharma Friends  issue. But we will happily share a paragraph or so of each teaching  each month. 
Thank you both for being messengers of peace! Love, Dharma Friends 
 

Path to Peace 
1. Nurture love, give joy, be compassionate, create peace. 

2. Before we can help, we need to understand. 
Before we can understand, we need to listen. 

Before we can listen, we need to be quiet. 
3. One does not arrive at happiness, one travels its path. 

4. World peace will begin when we end the wars within each of us. 
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From M.W.: To those who seek dharma,  
 It is Thursday.  I'm in the hole.  On Monday, Chaplain, whom I consider sensei, came to see me. I asked: Is there a way to 
parole to a monastery?  She wound up asking a very key question, "What type of Buddhism are you interested in?" I'm quite new to 
Buddhist practice, but this got my gears spinning.  From my studies I do not believe Siddhartha Guatama  ever intended to found a 
religion.  He never, that I've seen, even called himself a buddha.  He gave a simple challenge: look at our self.  Look inside and be 
conscious of what we already know within as wrong, and turn away from it.  It seems to me that he viewed dogma in doctrine as 
insecure attachments, following others because you do not know yourself.  I feel that if I place a denominational label on my head, I 
am trapping myself in doctrine.  What others feel I should think and do.  Siddhartha tells us the opposite.  He teaches and allows us to 
learn or not.  So my answer to my Sensei is simple. I seek dharma as pure unconditioned truth. 
 The realization of dharma can only come from within.  We each perceive the world differently, and so also with what is deep-
rooted truth.  Feel free to send any insight.  In fact, I encourage you to.  Wisdom comes in all forms and I know any message I am sent 
will reveal more.  May the veils of attachments be lifted from your eyes so that dharma will be undistorted.  Miles Elf-light 
 

From Timothy O'Brien Murphy - One of my favorite quotes 

Thousands of candles can be lit from a single candle, and the life of the candle will not be shortened.  Happiness never 
decreases by being shared.  The Buddha 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Here is a letter that you can send to your loved ones if you wish. Hopefully, this 
invitation will benefit your  important relationships and your families. It might be a 
drop starting off ripples and changing your family and maybe even dysfunctional 
communities.  
 

Dear 
 
Here in prison, I receive a monthly newsletter from Compassion Works for All called Dharma Friends. It offers support from 
ancient wisdom with which we explore our spiritual path, no matter what tradition someone follows. We learn meditation 
teachings, psychological and emotional healing, and we build a community between those in prison and those out in the world 
through letters.  
 
 Compassion Works for All encourages communication and healing of old family patterns and relationship issues with 
those I have left behind - like you. If we are both reading Dharma Friends issues, one way to support such discussions between us 
is to use the issues as a basis for our discussions. I welcome this opportunity to share such healing and growth talks and letters 
with you and would like to ask you to go to www.CompassionWorksForAll.org and sign up for the twice monthly emails that will 
bring you Dharma Friends newsletter and also the Compassion Works for All web site updates. There are lots of healing videos on 
the web site as well, some especially for those with family members and friends who are in prison. 
 
 I greatly regret that we are spending this time apart and the challenges that it imposes on our relationship. I also look 
forward to being able to use all of these traumatic events as a way to grow beyond the issues of our past and find a stronger 
healing that will benefit not only me and you but all those that we love. 
 
 Thank you for considering sharing Dharma Friends and this part of my life with me. I hope it helps you as much as it has 
helped me.  Love, 
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From Sly Fox of the Seneca Bear Clan:  

The one thing I enjoy is studying positive ways to get me out of my negativity.  I've been in for twenty years and have 
twelve more to go to reach my minimum . . . but since I've been receiving the newsletters from CWFA Dharma Friends, 
things are going much better, at least as far as my mind and outlook are concerned.  I really enjoy the messages that are 
placed in them, every aspect of them.  No matter how many people view the words printed on those pages, if just one is 
turned around and able to live a more peaceful and spiritual life, it is a most wonderful thing.  I am here to say that I am 
that ONE if there are never any others.  It has been such a powerful tool and stepping stone to lead me down a better path.  
I give you all there a lot of credit and a lot of thanks for your time, patience and hard work that it takes to bring this to all 
of us, not only the incarcerated, but all over.   

Thank you.  Take care.  In the spirit of the Wind 

 
 

Prison mailroom: Please return issues if inmate is no longer in your institution 
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COMPASSION WORKS 
Join us for our monthly Compassion Works sessions if you are in Arkansas. 

The sessions are the 3rd Tuesday of each month at 1 PM and the first Thursday at 6 PM at Fletcher Library.  
The next sessions are January 15 at 1 PM, February 7 at 6, and February 19 at 1. 

 
Sessions are free, non-denominational and open to everyone.  

We will add you to our email reminder list if you want information on times, dates and place, or you can go to 
www.CompassionWorksForAll.org/ and print out the schedule.   

 
Compassion Works sessions offer a quiet experience of compassion. With a few gentle and guiding prompts, 

we will let go of the struggle, renew, heal, and send compassion into the world.  
Then we head out again to live our question - How can I live compassion for myself and for all beings today? 

 
(We also offer portions on videos and have a Compassion Works printout so that you can have an individual 

practice or you could start Compassion Works sessions in your locality. You can find these on our 
www.CompassionWorksForAll.org web site) 
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Another Introduction to Meditation Library talk at the Main Library in Little Rock - 
February 4 at 6:30 

 
AND Anna is giving a talk in an Interfaith Religions series on Buddhism in Morrilton, 

Arkansas at the Rialto Theater at 6:30 PM 
 
 

Are you in the New York City area?  
Our friend Damien Echols is having an art exhibit of his work at the Sacred 
Gallery, 424 Broadway 2nd Floor Rear (Between Canal and Howard), New York, NY 10013. 212-

226-4286. Gallery Hours are Monday - Friday (Noon to 8pm) Gallery is opening weekends from Noon 

to 8pm though to purchase artwork, you must set up an appointment beforehand.  There will be a 
reception on January 5th, 8-11 (ticket information below) and then the exhibit 
will last from January 5th until the 31st.  

Damien Echols - "Moving Forward; Looking Back" 

 

Exhibition Dates:  01.05.13 - 01.31.13 

THIS IS A PRIVATE EVENT. A TICKET MUST BE PURCHASED TO GAIN ENTRY TO THE 
OPENING RECEPTION. Link provided below to purchase tickets. 
Sacred Gallery NYC is pleased to announce: 
Damien Echols "Moving Forward; Looking Back" 
Opening Reception: Saturday, January 5th. 8-11pm 
Exhibition Dates January 5th - 31st. 
Artist Statement: 
These pieces of art are all things I created from my cell on death row, where I spent 18 years for a 
crime I did not commit. During that time, I had to scavenge for any supplies I got, often bartering for 
them in the prison underground. 
I eventually received ordination in the Rinzai tradition of Japanese Buddhism. This is the same 
tradition that trained the samurai in ancient Japan. It was this back ground which was the driving force 
behind much of my artwork. Most of it was the result of me attempting to turn my cell into a shrine, 
where I would practice meditation from 5 to 7 hours a day. 
Most of the pieces I created over the years were either given to friends as gifts of gratitude or 
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destroyed by vindictive prison guards. These pieces are all that remain of my 18 years in Hell. 
This collection will showcase a series of drawings, collage works, and a set of craft items Damien 
made while in prison. Both originals and prints will be available for purchase. 
If interested in items for sale, email Kevin@SacredGalleryNYC.com 
About Damien Echols 
Damien Echols, known as part of the wrongfully imprisoned West Memphis Three. Echols has been 
well-documented in books, films, songs, and more. And after his release last August after 18 years on 
death row, Echols got the chance to document it himself in his just-released memoir, Life After Death: 
a frustrating, honest, and surprisingly joyful account of a life lived under trying circumstances. 
Credit DAN SOLOMON 
This Exhibition's opening reception will not be open to the public: 
Click HERE to purchase tickets. If you cannot click the link, the direct link for tickets is 
here: http://www.brownpapertickets.com/event/299071 
A portion of the ticket sales will be donated to: Dharma Friends Prison Outreach Project. 
   
(and a  note from Anna -  Dharma Friends Prison Outreach Project is us in our old incarnation when 
Damien first knew us! Now we are CWFA and we thank him so much for thinking of us and making 
this donation. Thank you all)  
 
 

At Compassion Works for All - We have BOOKS FOR SALE:  

 

We now have more of Linda Bessette’s Mindful Money  book – order here by emailing Linda.  See 

address below... 

 and Mara Leveritt’s books! 
The Boys on the Tracks: Death, Denial, and a Mother’s Crusade to Bring Her Son’s Killers to Justice 

and 
Devil’s Knot: The True Story of the West Memphis Three. The movie, West of Memphis is now showing.  

 
Email Linda (lbessette33@comcast.net) and she can give you more information about prices, mailing, etc. for 
all books. 
 
And anna’s books – 
 Just As the Breeze Blows Through Moonlight, and Dharma Friends and the Healthy Living pamphlet are 
available  for a free download – but donations are always appreciated! Or you can order a hardcopy book for 
$15 plus shipping ($5) at my email address: anna@aristotle.net 
 

Join us at our website - www.CompassionWorksForAll.com 
Check us out and help spread the news by emailing the site to your friends! 

Along with informative and inspirational articles –  
there are many videos in our video archive to lend a little support in difficult life issues.  
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Compassion Works for All (formerly Dharma Friends Prison Outreach Project) is a non-profit interfaith 
organization that supports personal and spiritual healing for those who have experienced trauma and isolation, including 
outreach to those in prison. For more information, visit www.CompassionWorksforAll.org.  
    We teach compassion to change the world. 

 

 

 

 

If you 

prefer: 
   

Compassion 
Works 

For All 

P. O. Box 
7708 

Little Rock 
AR 

72217-7708 

Mail your gift or pledge to COMPASSION WORKS FOR ALL 

 

Name:______________________________________________ 

 

Address:____________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________ 

 

Email:______________________________________________ 

   

ALL GIFTS DOUBLED THROUGH BY OUR MATCHING DONOR. 

2012   Donation amount: $____________   
  
2013   Pledged contributions:   Monthly $________      Quarterly $________ 
  

 

 

You may forward any past Dharma Friends newsletters, or this newsletter, on to anyone who you believe 
would benefit from them.  If someone has sent this Dharma Friends issue to you as a gift and you would like 
to join us each month, please email anna@aristotle.net for more information about Compassion Works for 

All, our Dharma Friends newsletter, and our prison outreach program. You may receive Dharma Friends by 
email for free but donations are always most welcome.  If you would prefer a hard copy, the subscription fee 
is $30, but unfortunately it is not tax deductible because you receive a paper publication for your donation.  
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The whole of humanity is one human family. This planet is our only home. - His Holiness the Dalai Lama 
 

 

 

 


